It’s pronounced noteworthy, not notoriety
Altruistic Ventures founder Natalie Kuebler talks to Jacqui Dabell about Alt-Vs humble approach
to legal management consulting.

What are the catalysts for instructing a
consultancy like Altruistic Ventures?

Often firms don’t seem to know the best time
to engage some external advice. Typically
it tends to occur as a result of procuring
Consulting can be difficult to navigate.
technology, once realisation strikes around the
Unlike law, the providers and services are not
finite nature of internal capacity or capability.
regulated, so there is a vast spectrum of quality
There are very obvious pivotal moments when
and subject matter expertise to assess before
a firm might engage us such as change in
you find ‘the one’. Altruistic Ventures only
leadership and strategy, change in structure –
offers consultants who have
for example offshoring services
Covid19
will
cause
a
shift
worked in law firms or within
teams and merger/acquisition
in expectations
the legal ecosystem and who
due diligence.
have specialist qualifications
and priorities in legal
and experience.
One of the key benefits of
We also know that empathy and altruism is a
magic ingredient that not everyone has and our
team exhibit this attribute in everything they do.
The Alt-V logo is actually a play on the empathy
symbol, that’s how important it is to us.

technology vendor landscapes, so that we
can offer useful and considered advice to our
clients.

firm culture, history, organisational structure,
partnership relationship complexities, practice
cycle timings.

Alt-V works across all the layers within the
business of law and practice of law to help firms
work more efficiently and cohesively with their
clients. We do this via a number of mechanisms
including facilitation, legal process analysis
and behavioural studies. We follow this up
with support for major change programmes
including product selection, methodology
expertise, and programme management.

One element we always consider is a firm’s
readiness for change. We have to ensure that
our recommendations and roadmaps align
with each firm’s appetite – it might be the case
that now is just not the right time… We are not
advocates for forcing change, we prefer to help
firms to recognise the need to give people the
space to process the vision and share in the
creative process which defines the scope.

We are frequently instructed during a
tumultuous period, when tension is high so our
team needs to be hyper sensitive and responsive
to the nature of the business environment.
Our level of visibility to the business is a key
decision point on any engagement.

Economic shifts can create opportunities for us
to help firms attract and retain talent – certain
practice areas will have more capacity than
others at different times, and it’s important

I have marooned you as a castaway on a
desert island….which book, piece of music
and luxury item will you take with you?
An empty book to write in, my guitar to play
and a fully fuelled and staffed mega yacht so I
can leave when I’m ready.

instructing a consultancy is the exposure to

Law firms claim to have all sorts of USPs
that they use to attract the best graduate
talent – Having worked with hundreds
of law firms can you tell us what actually
makes them different and how does that

industry insights in relation to how it sits in the
competitive landscape, and more importantly
thoughts on where it could go next. Our team
is committed to being across the most current
trends in both the legal services and legal

We work hard to evaluate the nature of the
firm before we start offering up solutions. We
analyse a number of elements including the
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affect your work with them?
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to acknowledge and respond to this. General
practice firms tend be most attractive as
graduates understandably want the opportunity
to try their hand at different things before they
land on a specialisation.
Quiet times for practice areas are the perfect
time to make changes that will provide value to
both lawyers and clients of legal services.
What is the greatest threat to law firm
stagnation?
Complacency and protectionism.
Heritage law firms with longstanding client
relationships can be plagued by complacency;
they don’t place the same emphasis on securing

new business and practice growth. As a result,
they don’t respond quickly which is lowering
the benchmark for the industry as a whole.
Protectionism is a concern within law firms
and to business generally. Work is siloed and
treated as an asset based on its perceived value
– ‘innovation’ projects are top of the pops.
Inevitably much of the same work is replicated
across firms, countries and sectors due to a
lack of connected working or in the name of
competition. We believe that by promoting a
global knowledge pool across the legal industry
globally, we will ensure that legal services are of
a the highest possible quality for the benefit of
clients.
Tell me a secret nobody else knows about
you
I have grand plans to become a taxidermist
Have we innovated enough yet? Should
we still be claiming we are doing it or is
innovation just business as usual?
We have started shying away from the word
innovation and there is much debate in the
industry as to if we use the word correctly.
We don’t like to involve ourselves in pointless
debates like this. In more recent years there
has been a move away from more traditional
titles, towards Innovation Director or the like.
It’s everyone’s responsibility to ensure firms
stay true to their missions, regardless of title –
and this means finding better ways to provide
value and awesome services. You don’t need
‘innovation’ in your title to do this, it should be
intrinsic in everything we do.
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True innovation requires much more than
procuring technology – it starts with a deep
understanding of the firm’s process and people,
a recognition of solution options, a decent
amount of imagination and an understanding
of what makes that
particular firm special.

What makes a good firm culture to
promote
transformation
and
change
implementation?
The law firm influencers – they are the people
we call on to rubber stamp
our projects, carry the
transformational torch and
help spread the message
that change is good. Law
firm influencers are the
protagonists of our projects
– they are integral to our understanding of the
relationships that people have within firms, the
culture and ultimately the success of change
programmes.

Change is good,
and shouldn’t feel forced

Our role is to help
firms to notice this
and focus their efforts
on ingraining this
culture. We are here to surface the realities of
owning technology and make sure firms actually
get value for their investment whatever products
they select.
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Which fictional character do you relate to
most and why?
Edna Mode from the Incredibles. I think it’s
fairly obvious why.
What are the biggest challenges facing legal
right now?
The challenges for private practice aren’t that
different to what they were last year, despite
the crystal ball gazing that’s been happening
as a result of the COVID-19 lockdown. Firms
needed remote working capabilities last year they just may not have been prioritised then.
The biggest challenge for firms will be to focus
on the projects which may have less perceived
notoriety but are ultimately critical to providing
a quality working experience for partners and
employees of firms and clients of legal services.
If you had a fantasy dinner party who would
you invite – 5 people (dead or alive)
Mike Patton, Margaret Heffernan, Amanda
Palmer, Queen Elizabeth, Banksy
How does Alt-V help a firm through an RFP
and ensure they are not hypnotised by the
halo effect?
This is a careful balance to educate firms on
what’s out there, without creating a situation
where they are overwhelmed by the sales
process.
Appropriate and thorough reference checking
is required before even suggesting a vendor
to a client and our longstanding relationships

across the industry help us to do this more
effectively. We pay particular attention to firms
that technology vendors don’t reference to
learn from their decision making. It’s like any
engagement process – you need to engage those
who are most difficult, understand the worst
experience.
We also act as a filter to deliver a breadth and
depth of knowledge on the legal technology
landscape to firms prior to selection – law
firms would have a much easier time selecting
products if they understood the sales strategy,
processes and KPIs of the vendors. We try to
limit the noise from vendors and make the
procurement process more efficient from both
the law firm and vendor perspectives.
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The biggest challenge for legal departments in
corporates will be responding to the immediate
changes in buying behaviours resulting from
COVID-19 and forecasting which of those
behaviours will be lasting. This will ensure that
legal departments look before they leap in terms
of structural changes to support the new world.
Private practice needs to be ready to respond to
the shifting demand for leveraged and alternate
legal services as corporates in some sectors look
to contract rapidly.

People re-entering the workforce will have
shifting expectations and priorities which legal
will need to be agile and respond to. We will
see a move to more dynamic teams who work
closely and need to be self-sufficient and this
will further challenge the traditional law firm
model.
Natalie

Kuebler
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and director of Altruistic Ventures.
Jacqui Dabell is a consultant in strategic
corporate partnerships.

As we emerge from lock down we will be
likely to witness a lot of expansion and
contraction across the industry due to the
global economic shift, which will lead to
significant structural changes within firms.
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